ABSTRACT Latency, error vector magnitude (EVM) and compression ratio (CR) are performance evaluation factors of IQ data compression. The purposes of IQ data compression are to minimize the latency, EVM and to maximize the CR. However, there is a tradeoff between them. In this paper, based on the evaluation factors, we analyze existing IQ data compression schemes and propose a simple and efficient method from the analyzed results. The proposed method is composed of partial cyclic prefix and cyclic suffix insertion, K /L decimation, low-order bits removal, and partial Huffman code. It presents the techniques to minimize the EVM caused by K /L decimation and to optimize the number of removable low bits and available Huffman encoding bits based on the average signal power and desired EVM. The proposed method can achieve the CR of 4 times or more in about 2% EVM for the LTE downlink and uplink. The simulation results show that the proposed method is applicable to SIMO and MIMO environments.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the cloud radio access network (C-RAN), in which eCPRI radio equipment control (eREC) and eCPRI radio equipment (eRE) are separated, the eCPRI provides an interface between eREC and eRE in order to transmit user data, control and management signal, and synchronization signal [1] . The key challenge of eCPRI in the LTE and 5G systems is to address the explosive data demand [2] . In order to solve this problem, eCPRI provides five inter-layer functional splits. The split E among five functional splits is the same architecture to the traditional C-RAN consisted of baseband unit (BBU) and radio head (RRH) .
IQ data compression is a solution to overcome the challenge above mentioned in the split E. Several solutions to IQ data compression are performed in the frequency domain [3] , [4] , but more researches have been conducted in the time domain because it is simpler than the frequency domain in terms of implementation complexity. The IQ data
The associate editor coordinating the review of this article and approving it for publication was Yuan Gao. compression consists of a method of reducing the number of samples and a method of reducing the number of bits represented per sample. A simple IQ data compression method based on the two methods can be implemented by combining K /L decimation, referred to as K /L downsampling, with lower bits removal of sample. In the initial stage, the aim of IQ data compression was the compression ratio (CR) of 2 times. It can be achieved by performing 3/4 decimation and 5 lower bits removal when the sample is represented by 15 bits in eCPRI.
K /L decimation is applied to most IQ data compression methods in order to reduce the number of input samples, which is K times oversampling the input signal by using an interpolation filter with filter length N w and then L times downsampling. That is, this process can be assumed that resampling is performed with a finite impulse response (FIR) filter. As the ratio of L/K increases, it can improve the CR by reducing the number of the input samples, but the filter shape and length should be sharper and longer. In other words, the latency increases proportional to N w . In most IQ data compression schemes, the ratio of K /L is fixed, but the algorithms in [5] - [9] can dynamically set K and L based on wireless resource allocation.
The simplest method to reduce the number of bits per sample is lower bits removal, but the EVM significantly increases as the number of remaining bits per sample is reduced. In order to lower the EVM, non-linear quantization methods have been proposed based on the assumption that the signal distribution characteristic of the input is a Gaussian distribution [10] - [14] . Despite the assumption, the methods combined with the K /L decimation are not suitable for achieving the CR of 3 times or more within about 2% EVM.
Instead of the above mentioned quantization methods, block scaling (BS) combined with the K /L decimation can achieve the above requirements. In the BS, the samples in the block are normalized by the sample with maximum amplitude among them, which is referred to as scaling factor, and then the normalized samples are requantized [15] - [19] . When performing BS, there are issues for latency and redundancy bits. The latency in the BS is determined by the number of samples for each block and the sampling clock of input. As the number of samples per block is increased, the number of effective redundant bits representing scaling factor per sample is reduced, but the latency becomes longer proportionally. In [20] , [21] , the methods, which can shorten the latency by reducing the size of the scaling factor and block have been proposed.
In [22] , [23] , the authors have proposed the lossless compression algorithms. Unlike the lossy compression methods, lossless compression methods have an issue that it is difficult to control the CR because signal distribution characteristics continue to change. However, they will be very useful methods to obtain additional CR without the EVM loss by combining with the lossy compression algorithms.
The authors of [24] , [25] have proposed a compression method which is consisted of cyclic prefix (CP) removal, K /L decimation, BS, vector quantization (VQ), and Huffman code. It can achieve the CR of 4 times or more within about 2% EVM. The CR is dependent on the length of vector, L VQ . However, as L VQ becomes longer, signal to noise ratio (SNR) has a large effect on constructing a codebook, and the complexities of searching operation and codebook size are exponentially increased. As seen in [25] , the compression method combining various lossy and lossless algorithms can achieve the desired CR by minimizing signal distortion. However, compared with the early IQ data compression methods, its complexity has greatly increased.
In [26] , the authors have solved the complexity issue by using linear predictive coding (LPC) and Huffman code without K /L decimation. For downlink LTE signal, it is possible to achieve the CR of 4 times in about 2.1% EVM. The complexity of this algorithm is much less than that of [25] . However, in order to apply this algorithm to uplink signal, the starting point of the signal should be known. It means that a baseband processing module should be required to eRE.
Thus, the inter-PHY split I U should be adopted and cause additional cost increase compared to the split E.
The existing IQ data compression methods maximize the CR by reducing the number of samples and bits representing the original data. From analysis of the existing compression algorithms, in K /L decimation which is the method reducing the samples of the original data, we discovered that EVM is not reduced because of the aliasing and inter-symbol interference (ISI). In addition, we were able to know how to apply lossy and loss algorithm in bit-level compression method simply and efficiently by analyzing the probability density function (pdf) of bits representing the IQ samples. In this paper, the proposed method can reduce the EVM in K /L decimation and present a simple and efficient solution to the bit-level data compression based on the power and pdf of the signal.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II analyzes existing IQ data algorithms based on the latency, EVM, CR. From the analysis results of Section II, Section III presents the simple and efficient IQ data compression method. Section IV shows the simulation results for the CR and block error rate (BLER) of the proposed method in various environments. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.
II. ANALYSIS OF EXISTING IQ DATA COMPRESSION METHODS
The compression methods based on resampling (CMBR) are shown in Figure 1 . It is consistent with the compression methods presented in [25] , except for VQ. In Figure 1 , the BS block includes a quantization process such as scalar quantization or VQ. The latency, EVM and CR are the evaluation elements for IQ data compression. As seen in Figure 1 , the compression modules can be classified and analyzed by them.
A. LATENCY
Decimation is performed in the time domain and reduces the number of input samples to K /L times where K and L are coefficients for oversampling and downsampling, L/K ≥ 1. In this case, the latency of the K /L decimation can be expressed as
where N w is the length of filter to interpolate the K times upsampled signal, f s is the sampling frequency of the input signal.
After the decimation, the sampling rate of input of the BS, f ds , is f s · K /L. In the BS, the latency incurred by a block size composed of N s IQ data samples, it can be expressed as
In case of performing the K /L decimation and the BS, except for their processing time, the total latency is given by
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B. ERROR VECTOR MAGNITUDE
EVM is defined as
where x is the original signal,x is the decompressed signal. In this paper, the EVM is calculated in the frequency domain.
In K /L decimation, the signal distortions are caused by the aliasing and ISI. The aliasing is caused by the result of using inappropriate filter. The ISI occurs during the filtering process when the signal removed the CP is input of the K /L decimation. Even if the CP is not removed, ISI occurs when N w is sufficiently longer than the CP. Table 2 shows EVM according to N w for the downlink signal of which parameters are defined in Table 1 . This downlink signal is one of the physical downlink shared channel (PDSCH)s of [30] . The T sim in Table 2 is the simulation time. In Table2, the CP and CP removal are the inputs of K /L decimation, in which the CP is time domain PDSCH and the CP removal is the PDSCH with removed CP. As known in Table 2 , in the case of the signal with CP removed in resampling process, the EVM is more increased compared with the compression input with CP because the signal distortion above mentioned occurs. The EVM after the resampling is not reduced to less than about 0.9% although the N w becomes longer in the 2/3 decimation, which is referred to as EVM floor. Figure 2 shows the IQ data constellation after resampling. The CP removal module is required to improve the CR. But, the EVM is increased after resampling compared with non-CP removal as seen in Figure 2 . Thus, it is required the method to reduce the EVM despite removing the CP part of the input sample.
The BS using the scaling factor is one of the non-uniform quantization methods. In the BS, the samples of the block are normalized by the scaling factor and then the normalized samples are requantized by usingQ c bits. The output of the BS can be expressed as
where S O (i) is the original IQ data samples represented by Q o bits, and SF(k) is the scaling factor of the kth block. Figure 3 shows an example of IQ data compression result of BS. In Figure 3 , the scaling factor is 2,048, and 2 Q c −1 − 1 = 127. The outputs of the BS shown in Figure 3 can be calculated by substituting the two values into (5) .
In general, the quantization errors occur when the original IQ data samples represented by the Q o bits are quantized by using the rounding quantizer with the Q c bits where Q o > Q c . The pdf of the errors is known as a uniform distribution,
is the number of removed lower bits. Using this fact, (4) can be expressed as follows
where z, quantization errors, is complex values with uniform distribution and E[|x| 2 ] is the average signal power. The EVM is increased by 2 every time one lower bit is removed because β is represented by an exponent of 2. Therefore, the EVM can be predicted without measuring by using the average signal power and the number of removed lower bits.
C. COMPRESSION RATIO
The CR of the cyclic prefix(CP) removal can be expressed as
where N sym and N cp are the length of the OFDM symbol and CP. The CP removal cannot be applied to the uplink because the starting point of CP is unknown. The CR for the K /L decimation can be expressed as
The CR of the BS can be expressed as
where N s is the number of IQ data samples per a block. In BS, the number of additional bits per sample needed to remove the sign extension bits can be reduced by increasing N s . After applying the lossy methods, the authors of [24] - [26] have used the Huffman encoding to obtain additional compression gain [27] . The reason for applying the Huffman encoding is that it is optimal when encoding the IQ data samples separately. The CR of the Huffman encoding can be expressed as
where Q h is the number of average bits of the Huffman codes for Q c which is the input of Huffman encoding. The total compression ratio for the downlink and uplink according to the compression methods of Figure 1 can be expressed as
When applying the compression algorithm combined by lossy and lossless, it should be considered in terms of compression efficiency (CE) because the CR of the lossless compression algorithm is affected by the lossy algorithm. That is, the CE of Huffman encoding is inevitably reduced after performing the BS because some sign extension bits that have the same value are removed by normalizing with the scaling factor. 
III. PROPOSED IQ DATA COMPRESSION ALGORITHM
In K /L Decimation, which is a compression method in sample-level, the EVM floor is occurred by the aliasing and ISI. This problem should be solved. In bit-level compression, it requires a simple compression algorithm that removes the sign extension bits as much as possible without using additional bits and processing time in the desired EVM. Therefore, we present a solution to the EVM floor problem in K /L decimation and a method based on the average signal power to remove the sign extension bits and lower bits as much as possible without using additional bits and processing time.
A. PARTIAL CP AND CS INSERTION
In [25] , the CP removal has been proposed as the method to increase CR. If the CP is completely removed, the CR can be increased for that, but the EVM issue for the aliasing and ISI in resampling process still remains. The parameters related to LTE frequency division duplex (FDD) frame structure type 1 are defined in Table 3 .
Based on the parameters defined in Table 1 and 3,  Table 4 shows the EVM results caused by the aliasing and ISI in the resampling process as the N w changes when K = 5, L = 8. As seen in Table 4 , the filter length does not exceed the CP length when N w = 360. At this time, the factor that affects the EVM is only the aliasing. When N w = 400, the filter length exceeds the length of other CPs except for the first CP length. In this case, the aliasing and ISI affect the EVM result. Compared with N w = 360, the EVM is more reduced. It can understand that the aliasing more affects the EVM than the ISI until N w = 400. When N w = 540, the filter length exceeds the lengths of all CPs, the ISI is the main factor that affects the EVM. Figure 4 shows the differences in the time domain between the original signal and the resampled signals. The original signal with the CP and the original signal with the CP removed are resampled. In Figure 4 , the differences are compared after removing the CP from the original signal and the resampled This problem can be solved by partially inserting CP and cyclic suffix (CS). It can not only alleviate the problem for EVM loss, but also obtain the CR compared with OFDM symbol with CP. Figure 5 
depicts the proposed partial CP and CS insertion (PCI).
When K /L is 5/8 for downlink signal used in Figure 2 , the EVM reduction performance of the PCI is shown in Table 5 . Compared with the CP removal, the PCI can reduce EVM by about 71% of that when N pcp and N pcs are 5.
As seen in Table 6 , in addition, the PCI is able to more reduce D DEC from 5.2 to 3.6 µs in the same EVM when applying the CP removal. Figure 6 shows the IQ data constellation with PCI method after resampling.
The CR of the PCI can be expressed as (12) 117440 VOLUME 7, 2019 where N sym , N cp , N pcp , and N pcs are the length of the OFDM symbol, CP, partial CP and CS. This method is not able to be used in the case of uplink because the starting point of symbol is unknown in current C-RAN, and thus it is possible only in downlink. Figure 7 shows an IQ data sample represented by bit-level.
B. BIT-LEVEL IQ DATA COMPRESSION BASED ON AVERAGE SIGNAL POWER
The upper bits consist of the sign bit and sign extension bits. If it can know the range for sign bit and sign extension bits for each IQ sample, it can compress the IQ samples by reducing the sign extension bits without the signal distortion. In addition, the IQ samples can be compressed by removing low bits although the signal distortion occurs. The optimal compression method is to remove the sign extension bits and the lower bits as much as possible based on requirements such as EVM and compression rate.
In order to minimize the error when removing the lower bits, which is referred to as low bits removal (LBR), we use the rounding quantizer which can minimize the EVM caused by the removed lower bits because the pdf of removed lower bits is the uniform distribution [28] . After LBR, if the additional bits representing information for the position of the sign extension bits for each sample are used in order to remove the sign extension bits, the compression rate does not greatly increase because the redundant bits are needed per a sample.
One of the facts to note in Figure 7 is that the value of sign bit and sign extension bits is the same. If the range of sign bits and sign extension bits is roughly known, applying Huffman encoding to this range is the best way to compress without using additional bits. Figure 8 shows the pdf of the compressed outputs of 8 bits for LBR and BS in downlink signal defined in Table 1 . As seen in Figure 8 , in LBR, the probability values of 0 and 255 are decreased as the signal power increases because the number of the sign extension bits is reduced. On the other hand, in BS, the pdfs are almost fixed because the amplitude of samples in a block is normalized by the scaling factor. In case of using the Huffman code, it is predictable that the CR of Huffman code when applying the LBR is better than the BS from their signal distribution characteristics. Figure 9 shows the EVM versus the CRs for the LBR and the BS when the signal power level is 0.95. The Huffman encoding is applied to both LBR and BS. As seen in Figure 9 , in the same EVM, the CR of the LBR combined with the Huffman encoding is better than that of the BS combined with the Huffman encoding. The average CR of the Huffman encoding combined with LBR is 1.23 with the exception of the CR of the LBR. The average CR of the Huffman encoding combined with the BS is 1.04 with the exception of the CR of BS. That is, when the number of input bits for Huffman encoding is the same, the compression efficiency of the Huffman encoding combined with the LBR is better than the Huffman encoding combined with the BS. In addition, the D BS can be reduced by applying the LBR combined with the Huffman encoding instead of the BS combined with the Huffman encoding.
When applying the Huffman encoding, the Huffman table generation and processing time for decoding should be considered for real-time processing. That is, the computational complexity and processing time for Huffman decoding depends on the number of bits of Q c which is the input of Huffman encoding. In order to increase the compression efficiency of Huffman encoding, it is performed in the range of the sign bit and sign extension bits. It is very efficient because the pdf for the range of the sign bit and sign extension bits is almost fixed as long as the average signal power does not change significantly. That is, the Huffman table can be used without updates because of fixed pdf.
The EVM and the range of the sign bit and sign extension bits are closely related to the average signal power. Because the denominator of the EVM formula is the average signal power, and also the range of the sign bit and sign extension bits is predictable knowing the average signal power. Therefore, when given the desired EVM and average signal power, the number of removable lower bits and available bits for Huffman encoding can be calculated by
where V E is the desired EVM after performing the LBR, Q r are the number of removable lower bits per sample and Q o is the number of original input bits, Q o = Q s + Q f where Q s is the number of bits representing the sign and integer parts and Q f is the number of bits representing the fractional part.
where Q u is the number of bits for Huffman encoding from MSB of Q c , Q c = Q u + Q l in which and Q l is the lower bits of Q c . Figure 10 shows Q r and Q u according to normalized power at 2% EVM. As seen in Figure 10 , if the difference in signal power is not more than 5dB, Q r and Q u are nearly fixed. That is, if the signal power does not vary sharply, it is expected that the compression ratio is not nearly varied at the desired EVM. The CR of proposed algorithm in the bit-level can be expressed as where CR LBR is the compression ratio for LBR, CR PHE is the compression ratio for Huffman encoding in the range the sign bit and sign extension bits, Q uh is the number of average bits of the Huffman codes for Q u . Figures 11 and 12 show the structure and example of proposed IQ data compression algorithm. Figure 12 shows how a sample is compressed and decompressed. The compressed IQ data is transmitted over the eCPRI link. At this time, the eCPRI message type index of the header format is 0. To decompress the compressed signal samples, the decompression module in Figure 11 needs information for Q c and Q u . The information is periodically transmitted by using eCPRI message defined as vendor-specific in the eCPRI message type index. Thus, compression and decompression are performed in units of samples, but Q c and Q u are not changed for each sample. If the power measurement module in Figure 11 performs at the subframe intervals, the information for Q c and Q u is transmitted every 1 ms. But, this information is not transmitted if there is not a change of either Q c or Q u . The Q c and Q u can be represented by 4 bits each based on the LTE signal. Even if information for Q c and Q u is sent at intervals of subframe, it is sufficient to send only 4 bytes including the eCPRI header. Therefore, the side information does not nearly impact the CR. The total CRs of the proposed method for downlink and uplink can be expressed as
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FIGURE 14.
EVM versus compression ratio performance of the proposed method and vector quantization in uplink (T sim = 100 msec). Figure 13 shows the fronthaul network with IQ data compression. It is assumed that EVM can be calculated in the frequency domain with the input of IQ data compression and the output of IQ data decompression for the downlink and uplink. Figure 14 shows the results for the EVM versus CR of the proposed method, VQ of [25] and the CMBR in Figure 1 , in which the 10MHz LTE uplink signals defined in Table 7 based on the simulation parameter of [25] . In this simulation, it is not considered the VQ when L VQ = 3 that it is not practical because the computational complexity is too high as referred to [26] . The CMBR in Figure 1 is composed of K /L decimation, BS and Huffman encoding. The compression algorithm in [25] is the addition of VQ to the CMBR. The D T of the CMBR and the compression algorithm in [25] The CRs at EVM 2% of the CMBR and the compression algorithm in [25] are 3.58 and 3.76. That is, an additional compression ratio of about 5% can be obtained by applying the VQ. On the other hand, the CR at EVM 2% of the proposed method is 3.90 by only using the K /L decimation, LBR, Huffman encoding. From these simulation results, it can be known that a better CR can be obtained by the simple method by considering the compression efficiency of each compression module.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
The CR and block error rate (BLER) of proposed method is verified by the three signals defined in Table 8 [29] , [30] . Figure 15 shows simulation results of the proposed method in the uplink. The EVMs of Figure 15 (b) are the results according to the specific CRs of Figure 15 As seen in Figure 15 , the CRs used the updated Huffman tables and for the fixed Huffman tables in variable mode are almost the same. That is, the results show the pdf, which applied Huffman encoding, of the part of the sign bit and sign extension bits is almost fixed by the power level of the input signal. The CR of the proposed method is 4.0 at 1.91% EVM, and the BLER of the proposed method is nearly the same compared with the ideal mode which is no compression mode. Figure 16 shows simulation results of the proposed method for TX diversity in the downlink. The Huffman tables are generated by training based on the two downlink signals in Table 8 , in which TH1 and TH2 are fixed Huffman tables based on the downlink signal for TX diversity and for closed loop MIMO. In order to compare the CR, the CMBR and LPC in [26] are used. The CMBR, which is defined in Figure 1 , consists of CP removal, K /L decimation, block scaling, and Huffman code. The LPC in [26] consists of CP removal, LPC, and Huffman code. As seen in Figure 16 , the EVMs of the proposed method, CMBR, and LPC at the CR of 4 times are 1.26, 2.04, and 2.38%, respectively.
For the downlink, the PCI can be applied. By using the PCI when N pcp and N pcs are 5, the EVM can be reduced by 0.37% from 1.23%. The proposed method can obtain the CR of about more than 5.5 at 4.3% EVM although SNR loss of 0.1dB occurs at the same BLER point compared with the no compression mode. This result shows that the more CR can be achieved if the modulation order is lower. Figure 17 shows the simulation results of the proposed method and LPC for closed loop MIMO in the downlink. As seen in Figure17, in order to maintain stable the CR by using the LPC, it is appropriate to set the predictor order (P) to 5 although the CR can more achieve when P = 7 in less than 2% EVM. The simulation results in Figures 16 and 17 show that the proposed method is applicable to MIMO.
V. CONCLUSION
The existing IQ data compression methods maximize the CR by reducing the number of samples and bits representing the original data. We analyzed the latency, EVM and CR of the existing IQ data compression algorithms. From the above analysis results, a simple and efficient compression method is proposed without additional compression modules compared with the existing methods.
In sample-level compression method, the PCI can effectively reduce the EVM degradation in the K /L decimation as well as increase the CR compared with OFDM symbol with CP.
In bit-level compression method to maximize the CR, based on the average signal power and the desired EVM, the proposed method can easily decide removable lower-order bits per sample and the Huffman table. The proposed method can achieve the CR of 4 times or more in about 2% EVM for the downlink and uplink.
Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed method increases the CR by 1.03 times without additional compression modules and reduces the latency by removing the BS compared with VQ when L VQ = 2 in the same simulation environments. In addition, the results show that the CR of the existing algorithm can be optimized by applying the PCI. Finally, we can confirm that the proposed method is applicable to SIMO and MIMO environments from the simulation results.
